
World Premiere Of Documentary FLYING BOAT
Takes To The Sky & Screen To Headline World's
Largest Aviation Celebration

Thu, July 8, 2021, 1:51 PM · 2 min read

Filmmaker Dirk Braun Makes Directorial Debut

With All-Star Cast Of Aviators

ASPEN, Colo., July 8, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- As if the

skies adorned with thousands of sleek aircraft

making their way to the largest aviation event were

not enough to set the stage for the industry's most

prominent week (The 68  EAA AirVenture Fly-in at

Oshkosh, WI), add to the mix the anticipation of LA-

Aspen based Filmmaker/Photographer/Pilot Dirk

Braun's World Premiere of FLYING BOAT, and the

true spirit of aviation is born.

FLYING BOAT (PRNewsfoto/FLYING BOAT)

The break-out documentary by Aspen-based Red

Mtn Productions and released through Falling

Forward Films, will make its theatrical debut on

Sunday, July 25, 2021 at 9:30 PM at EAA's fly-in

theater https://www.eaa.org/airventure with

approximately 600,000 aviation enthusiasts in

attendance throughout the week. In addition, the

film will be shown at the Marcus Theatres in

Oshkosh, WI Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 7 PM.
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Queen Elizabeth Has Used the Same Brand of Pens
for Almost 60 Years
Want to write like royalty? You'll need one of these pens.

As part of the film's unveiling, a stunning Grumman

Albatross aircraft, featured in the movie, will make a

special fly-in appearance on Saturday, July 24, 2021

prior to the World Premiere. In attendance will be

Braun and pilot Joe Duke who appeared in the film.

In celebration of the movie, Braun is donating sales

from 100 limited edition fine art FLYING BOAT film

posters (both signed and framed) to Pan Am

Museum Foundation, Wittman Regional Airport in

Oshkosh, WI and Aspen Flight Academy.

Set in the dream of Producer/Director Braun, the 77-

minute aviation documentary is about the

experience of flying the legendary Grumman

Albatross, a near perfect blend of form and

function, told through 10 passionate mechanics and

the pilots who have restored, fly, and maintain the

last remaining examples of this legendary aircraft.

ABOUT THE FILM:

FLYING BOAT is about freedom, aspiration, the

synergy of man and machine, and the artful

relationship with motion, beauty and dreaming that

is expressed metaphorically. Breathtaking aerial

footage of the aircraft in motion is integrated with

untapped archival footage from the long lost era of

adventure and romance. The film underscores the

importance of preserving the flying boat history for

future generations.

Story continues
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YAHOO LIFE

Catt Sadler says she has COVID after getting
vaccinated. Experts explain 'rare' breakthrough
i f iDoctors stress that while "breakthrough" infections can
happen, they're not common and usually not serious.

YAHOO LIFE VIDEOS

Gillian Anderson doesn't care if her 'breasts reach
[her] belly button' after saying goodbye to bras
Gillian Anderson is saying buh-bye to bras. In a new
Instagram Live, the "X-Files" alum revealed she’s no longer
sporting the undergarment.

YAHOO LIFE

Gillian Anderson says she's not wearing a bra
anymore: 'I don't care if my breasts reach my belly
b 'Gillian Anderson explained on an Instagram Live why she's no
longer wearing a bra.

YAHOO LIFE

Heidi Klum says it's 'about time' that Victoria's
Secret become more inclusive
The 48-year-old model reflects on the brand's recent
changes after working with them for 13 years.

YAHOO LIFE VIDEOS

Demi Moore, 58, shows off fit figure in new bikini
photo
Demi Moore seems to be getting comfortable in her
swimwear, as she posts yet another stripped down mirror
selfie to her Instagram feed.

YAHOO LIFE

Demi Moore, 58, enjoys ‘another day in paradise’
with bikini photo
The actress shared a stripped down selfie from her Santorini
vacation.

YAHOO LIFE

HGTV's Erin Napier shares the reality of sleep-
deprived newborn life: 'This photo IS parenthood'
Napier and husband Ben welcomed their second child in late
May.

YAHOO LIFE

Jennifer Lopez swears by these vitamins, but should
you buy them, too? An expert weighs in.
Jennifer Lopez has promoted vitamins on her Instagram, but
should you try them? An expert weighs in.
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Rumer Willis has the ‘best answer ever’ for body
shamers: ‘I’ll keep smiling regardless’
The 32-year-old actress is clapping back.

YAHOO LIFE

Amber Heard is a single mom by choice. Why some
women say there's benefits to having a child solo.
Amber Heard announced she became a single mother by
choice. Women share why they made the decision to have a
baby on their own.

YAHOO LIFE

Lisa Rinna is ‘gorgeous’ in white swimsuit: ‘This is
what 58 looks like’
Lisa Rinna of the 'Real Housewives of Beverly Hills' shared a
selfie of herself in a swimsuit

YAHOO LIFE

Miami Swim Week makes history with inclusive,
diverse runways: ‘REAL PEOPLE, real bodies’
PrettyLittleThing, Sports Illustrated Swimsuit and Boohoo
were among the most celebrated catwalks.

YAHOO LIFE VIDEOS

Jessie James Decker tearfully reacts to 'bullying'
over recent weight gain
Jessie James Decker took to Instagram July 13 to share her
thoughts on a Reddit thread dedicated to body-shaming her
and criticizing her recent weight gain.

YAHOO LIFE SHOPPING

'Fountain of youth in a jar': Shoppers say Amazon's
No. 1 bestselling night cream is an age-defying — and
i ' l f $13The Maryann Organics Anti-Aging Collagen Moisturizer is
what viral dreams are made of.

YAHOO LIFE

Dascha Polanco on the importance of 'thanking your
body': 'As women, we tend to always criticize'
The "In the Heights" star on body confidence and skincare as
self-care.

YAHOO LIFE VIDEOS

Demi Moore, 58, shows off fit figure in new bikini
photo
Demi Moore seems to be getting comfortable in her
swimwear, as she posts yet another stripped down mirror
selfie to her Instagram feed.
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YAHOO LIFE SHOPPING

We found a secret Amazon section full of incredible
sales on devices — Fire TV Stick Lite, Echo Frames

dIt's not too late: Score everything from Fire TVs to home
security cameras at a massive discount.

YAHOO LIFE

Demi Lovato says it's OK ‘if you misgender’ them:
‘It’s a huge transition to change the pronouns I’ve

d f i lif ’The nonbinary singer is starting a new dialogue about
expression and identity.

YAHOO LIFE VIDEOS

Demi Lovato speaks candidly about being
misgendered as a nonbinary artist
Demi Lovato is sorry not sorry to be breaking the mold for
non-binary representation in music.
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